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All Weather is Local. 

02. 

All Politics is Local.  

01. 

All Time Is Local. 

 
“TIME [...] WAS HISTORICALLY A LOCAL PRACTICE ROOTED 

IN DAILY RITUALS AND BOUND UP IN THE PARTICULARITIES 

OF UNIQUE PHYSICAL SPACES.” - ADAM BARROWS 

 

Considering time’s intimate relationship to 
space and locality, this text, object, and video 
installation continues the work of BQF in 
recovering and amplifying historical memory of 
autonomous Black communal space-times in 
North Philly. Including select pieces from their 
Dismantling the Master’s Clock, Temporal 
Disruptors, and Black Space Agency series, the 
works meditate on the complex, contested 
temporal and spatial legacies of historical, 
liberatory Black futurist projects based primarily 
in North Philly, such as Progress Aerospace 
Enterprises, Zion Gardens, and Berean Institute.  
 

ABOUT BLACK QUANTUM FUTURISM 
 
Black Quantum Futurism is an interdisciplinary creative practice 

between Camae Ayewa and Rasheedah Phillips that weaves quantum 

physics, afrofuturism, and Afrodiasporic concepts of time, ritual, text, 

and sound to disrupt negative temporal loops, oppression vortexes, 

and the digital matrix.  BQF  is a 2018 Velocity Fund Grantee, 2018, 

2017 CFEVA Fellow, and 2017 Pew Fellow. BQF has presented, 

exhibited, and performed at Red Bull Arts, Serpentine Gallery, 

MOMA PS1, Bergen Kunsthall, Le Gaite Lyrique, Squeaky Wheel, and 

more. Zine written and designed by Rasheedah Phillips.  

 

Non-Exhaustive List of                North 

Philly-Based                       Black Futurists        

& Visionary Institutions  

 
Rev. Leon Sullivan & The Progress Movement 

Zion Baptist Church, Zion Gardens Apartments, Progress Aerospace 
Enterprises, OIC, and Progress Garment Factory 

 
Dr. Caroline + Rev. Matthew Anderson & The Berean 

Enterprise 
Berean Manual Training and Industrial School (institute) (1899), Berean 
Savings and Loan Bank (1888/9), Berean Presbyterian Church (1880) 

 
    Dox Thrash and Shaykh Muhammad Ali Hassan (Absynnia 

Hayes) + Dox Thrash House x Muhammad’s African Asian 
Cultural Center 

Dox Thrash was a pre-Civil Rights era artist and activist who lived at 
23rd and Columbia/C.B. Moore. Shaykh Muhammad, a prominent Muslim 
activist alleged by police to have incited the1964 Columbia Ave riots, 
purchased the Dox Thrash home and opened a cultural center there 

 
Jessie Redmon Fausset & The Harlem Renassaince 

Poet, fiction writer, educator, and literary editor of The Crisis Magazine 
published by the NAACP from 1919-26, Fausset had a home at 17th and 

Berks where she died 3 days after her 79th birthday on 4/30/61 

 
Dig This Now and Hip City 

Newspapers created and run by North Philly rival youth gangs in 1968 
with help from a Temple student. Operated out of 1900 N. Broad Street 

 
 



  
 

 Black Space Agency  

 

In North Philly in the 1960’s, Rev. Leon H. Sullivan, a civil rights leader and minister at 

Philadelphia’s Zion Baptist Church, established Progress Aerospace Enterprises (PAE) 

shortly after the death of Martin Luther King Jr. PAE was one of the first Black-owned 

aerospace companies in the world, with Sullivan stating that "when the first landing on 
the moon came, I wanted something there that a black man had made." PAE had strong 

connections to the Civil Rights and Black liberation movements, affordable housing, 

economic stability, passage of the Fair Housing Act, and the space race. Sullivan also 

founded the Zion Gardens Apartments affordable housing project, Progress Plaza, 

Progress Garment Factory, Opportunities Industrialization Center, Inc., and other 

innovative organizations and programs. Through PAE, Rev. Sullivan emphasized hiring of 

women and young, unskilled laborers and provided them with training opportunities and 

jobs in engineering and building parts for NASA and, controversially, weapons for war. 

 

1968/9, the Civil Rights movement and space 

race would collide, with a lot of resistance to 

the Moon landing from the Black community, 

such as the Poor People’s March at Cape 

Canaveral. Destruction and displacement of 

the Black community (the space race on the 

ground) led to riots and uprisings around the 

country during the 60’s, including North Philly - Columbia Avenue, now known as Cecil B. 

Moore, was the site of a Black uprising in 1964 that destroyed a once vibrant, multiethnic 

community with a strong economic base. Reflecting on the archives of Black newspapers 
and magazines like Jet and Ebony and other research revealed widespread critiques of 

the lack of diversity in NASA employees, and the destruction and displacement of Bla,ck 

communities in order to build subsidized housing for NASA employees. Partly in 

response, NASA became involved in the design and applicability of spaceship materials in 

“urban” housing, and created campaigns to increase diversity in employment. In present 

day, gentrification and racialized segregation have changed the landscape of Blackness 

and pushed its memory and residents to the edges of the city, into temporal-spatial 

ghettoes, and other vortices or prisons of temporal chaos. 

 

The Dreams of a Black Woman Activist 

 

In Jan. 2019 I was interviewed in the Phila Inquirer for “More than ‘I Have 

a Dream’: 7 black advocates on how Martin Luther King Jr. inspires their 

work in Philly.” I said, in part, the following: “MLK is most often 

remembered as a visionary Civil Rights Leader, but rarely is he 

recognized as a futurist. As a housing attorney and scifi writer who 

merges those two worlds, I admire MLK’s use of futurist and speculative 

tools, employing the language and imagery of dreams and prophecies, 

apocalypses and utopias to derive futurist visions for oppressed black 

communities and global humanity. He also had a deep understanding of 

the dynamics required to build those future worlds, knowing that the future that his 

community wanted would not be achieved by a mere passage of time. Nor was he enticed by 

technological achievement as a measure of progress.  One of his most underquoted 

criticisms addressed the race to place man on the moon, which remains one of the ultimate 

milestones of progress of western society and a quintessential symbol of humankind’s 

arrival into “the future.” In a 1966 speech he remarked that ‘there is a striking absurdity in 

committing billions to reach the moon where no people live...while the densely populated 

slums are allocated miniscule appropriations.’ MLK could not see progress where Black 

people had not yet achieved racial justice and social equity. “ 

 

While doing research for the interview I came 

across a little-told story of the woman who is 

perhaps the true inspiration behind King’s “I 

have a dream” visions -Philly preacher and 

activist Prathia Hall. By age 22, Hall was a 

Temple U, grad, member of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, and popular 

speaker on racism and civil rights. There is a recounting of one particular sermon she gave 

in Sept 1962 in Terrell County, GA where 2 Black churches had been burned down by “night 

riders.”  (She would also be grazed by bullets there a few days later in a drive-by shooting 

pulled by white racists who didn’t like their voter registration drive). Multiple attendees 

confirmed that Hall spontaneously repeated the phrase “I have a dream” during her sermon 

– MLK was reportedly in attendance and would go on to use the phrase in speeches starting 

in 1963. Decades later, Rev. Hall could not recall if he was there, but did say she may have 

originated King’s most well-known phrase.    



  

Recently I protested against and documented the 
destruction of communal memory of local North 

Philly community activist Florie Dotson, as an 18 year 
mural dedicated to her memory and the Civil Rights 

Movement gets completely covered by luxury 
townhomes. Public art, monuments, and murals, 

whether formally commissioned by an institution or 
informally created by the community, are constantly 

destroyed and erased all over Philly, then replaced by 
condos and other luxury housing. This tends to be 

particularly true of murals depicting Black historical 
events. The Dox Thrash mural, for example, dedicated 
to the legacy of the pre-Civil rights, Sharswood-based 

artist and activist Dox Thrash, was destroyed on two 
occasions; ironically by HUD when it was located on 

the side of his house and most recently the Dox Thrash 
mural at 16th and Girard was about 3/4 covered by 
luxury condo. Other local Black women historians 

recently uncovered the destruction and removal by 
Temple Villas of a historical marker at the 
former North Philly home of Black Harlem 

Renaissance writer Jessie Redmon Fauset. 

Gentrifica  tion x Destruct ion 
of Black C ommunal Memo ry 

in N orth Philly 

(R): Letter in opposition to the 

covering up of the Florie Dotson 

mural; (L): flyer for Civic Assoc mtg 

requesting neighbors to vote against  

the developer’s project 

https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/northphilly/
https://www.instagram.com/dox.thrash/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/northphilly/


  

  
   

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Temporal Disruptors: Dr. Caroline Virginia Still 

Anderson 
 

Dr. Caroline Anderson was born in Philadelphia in 1848. She was a pioneering physician as one of 

the first Black women to earn a medical degree in the US, a teacher, and social activist alongside 

such contemporaries as Lucretia Mott, W.E.B. DuBois, and Sarah Mapps Douglass. While 

maintaining a private medical practice, she co-founded Berean Institute in North Philadelphia with 

her husband Rev. Matthew Anderson in 1899 with a mission in opposition to the discriminatory, all-

white orphans policy at Girard College across the street.  At Berean Institute she was assistant 

principle, and taught elocution, hygiene, and physiology, while also being an organizer and 

administrator for Rev. Anderson’s Berean Enterprise movement (Berean = BEREA/BEROEA = small 

city). Unfortunately, the historical marker commemorating Berean Institute on Girard Avenue fails 

to bear her name but there is an extensive collection of her letters archived at Temple University 

and biographical information currently displayed prominently at Berean Presbyterian Church.   
 
 

 

   



 


